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B3 Insight Updates New Mexico Comprehensive Water Management 
 Dataset  

 

The data updates include production site locations, proprietary enhanced permit 
tracking capabilities, SRA rate reduction values and more for New Mexico's oil and gas 

activity 
 

DENVER, CO - (September 12, 2022) – B3 Insight (“B3”) announced today updates to 
its OilfieldH2O New Mexico dataset. The new data gives users the most current and 
comprehensive understanding of New Mexico’s water disposal capacity distribution, 
accounting for seismicity impacts and regulations.  
 
“In response to the growing challenges in oilfield fluids management, the B3 team 
partnered with our customers to identify and extract new data that have never been 
digitally available. For the first time, our customers will be able to track permits through 
the process and access new, critical information about injection wells,” said Kelly 
Bennett, Chief Executive Officer of B3 Insight. “The release brings New Mexico data 
into our proprietary data model, allowing users to easily perform basin- and nation-wide 
analysis and more readily integrate B3 data directly into internal systems. Critically, the 
new data further refine our understanding of New Mexico’s water balance.” 
 
Dataset updates include:  
 

● Permitted maximum authorized injection pressure, extracted directly from well 
permits 

● Calculated maximum injection rate for SWDs 
● Detailed permit stage tracking 
● Production site data with water production records for all wells in New Mexico 
● Reported daily injection volume and pressure records for wells in New Mexico 

SRAs 
● New maximum authorized injection rates for wells within New Mexico SRAs 

 
The New Mexico updates build on the B3 OilfieldH2O platform’s foundational data, 
which was built through extensive research and collaboration with diverse industry input 
and governmental and regulatory agencies. OilfieldH2O platform users can access the 
New Mexico dataset through an interactive web-based, geo-spatial interface with 
exceptional visualization, reporting, and export capabilities. The data are also available 
in B3’s Direct Insight Data Feeds. 
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About B3  
 
B3 delivers actionable insight through data and analytics for water-related decision 
making. Through B3’s SaaS platform and other products, we combine environmental 
and operational data and analytics to help customers evaluate assets, enhance 
operational efficiencies, mitigate risk, allocate capital, and benchmark 
performance. B3 provides value to organizations across numerous industries, enabling 
diverse users to manage, analyze, and visualize growing datasets from a multitude of 
disparate sources. For more information, visit B3insight.com.  
 

Contact: Rob Chrisman | 303.309.4078 | rchrisman@b3insight.com 
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